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Summary of the reCOVID Consortium
enCOVID is a consortium of leading European and US scientists responding to the IMI2
IMI2 Call 211 for proposals for the ‘Development of therapeutics and diagnostics combatting
coronavirus infections’ (deadline 5 pm Brussels time, 31 March 2020). The Consortium is led
by Professor Alessandra Renieri of the University of Sienna in Italy. Scientists from Italy and
Spain will proved the basis for a detailed patient registry and biobank of samples, containing
initially at least 3000 patients, in order to develop a genetic-based approach to innovative and
state-of-the-art diagnostic and therapeutic interventions to address the COVID-19 public
health emergency.

The project seeks collaboration with EFPIA and other pharma/diagnostics companies
that can contribute to the science while also providing a pathway to ensure a rapid
development of promising diagnostic and therapeutic tools into products. The objective is to
deliver innovative products to the market in an accelerated fashion while strictly adhering to
GCP as well as EMA, MHRA and FDA requirements, using priority regulatory pathways for
COVID-19 where and as available.2
The following diagram provides and overview of the science and unity of the project:
1 https://www.imi.europa.eu/apply-funding/open-calls/imi2-call-21
2 See “EMA Accelerated Assessment”; https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/marketingauthorisation/accelerated-assessment; MHRA “Clinical trials applications for Coronavirus (COVID-19)”:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/clinical-trials-applications-for-coronavirus-covid-19; FDA Guidance
Document “Policy for Diagnostic Tests for Coronavirus Disease-2019 during the Public Health Emergency”
https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/policy- diagnostic-tests-coronavirus-disease2019-during-public-health-emergency.
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Summary of the Objectives of the reCOVID Consortium
This project aims to rapidly respond to the current COVID-19 outbreak, that as of February
2020 (date of the IMI2 call) had spread to over 31 countries & infected 79,360 reported cases
and caused 2,618 deaths, by developing novel diagnostic & therapeutic approaches focusing
on host genome. At time of writing worldwide cases now reach >300,000 and are rapidly
rising as testing becomes more widespread. Healthcare systems are threatened and, in some
instances, failing. enCOVID will bring a strong evidence-based approach through the most
advanced science, making use of the widest possible sets of patient data and genetic material
in order to develop innovative products and devices that will address the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic as well as potentially preparing medical responses to other SARS-related viruses.
To achieve this overall aim, we will address the following specific objectives:
1. to associate the host genetic data obtained on an initial 3.000 COVID-19 patients with
severity and prognosis and to validate them by in vitro functional assays;
2. to share the genomic and phenotypic type data across the reCOVID consortium platform
as well as in cooperation research institutions and national platforms through the
reCOVID Disease Registry and Biobank;
3. to develop a COVID-19 diagnostic tool for direct bedside diagnosis and pneumonia
susceptibility that does not require laboratory involvement;
4. to clinically assess the repurposing efficacy of tocilizumab and statins as acute and postacute therapeutics for COVID-19, using host genetic data based on the reCOVID tissue
repository;
5. to develop new classes of peptides, glycans, and bioconjugates for challenging virus entry
and ADP- ribose mimetics for challenging replication and infection designed on host
genetic data;
6. to develop the preclinical data and pilot clinical trial of a novel gene-editing based
preventative therapy for future coronavirus outbreaks. The partners of the consortium will
follow an innovative approach that identifies the most informative diagnostic tests and the
most powerful therapies on the basis of host genetic variants that are essential to predict
which patients are at risk of severe disease and which patients are going to better respond
to specific drugs. The genetic data will be robust coming out in an emergency status
where the availability of patient samples is, sadly, rapidly enlarging, especially in Italy
and Spain (two core countries involved in this project). This is strengthened thanks to the
availability of high-throughput sequencing techniques of available from the reCOVID
Coordinator (UNISI) and FIMM.
Beginning with a rich patient registry and a reliable biobank of tissues representing the
current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, we will follow the above discovery pathways to
1. develop three diagnostic tool-kits: one for SARS- CoV2 detection (e.g., identify patients
with current infection at bedside-detecting viral RNA- or past infection -studying
immunoglobulins production-) and host gene analysis (e.g., identify an Integrative
Genetic Profile associated with disease prognosis, such as susceptibility to pneumonia);
2. develop personalised repurposing therapies to rapidly act upon the current COVID-19
outbreak, taking advantage of ongoing clinical trials to accelerate data generation; and
3. develop personalised preventive advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMPs),
based on multi-pronged, response-specific, peptide/ glycan-based and tailored geneediting approaches that offer preventative care for future coronavirus attacks.
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Key Public Health Deliverables of the reCOVID Consortium
The key deliverables of the project will be
1. to develop a state-of-the-art Patient Registry and Biobank for COVID-19 clinical research with
access for academic and industry partners;
2. to understand the genetic and molecular basis of susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection and
(susceptibility to a potentially more severe clinical outcome [prognosis] within 12 months);
3. to understand the genetic profile of patients allowing for the repurposing of medicines for specific
therapeutic approaches that demonstrate greater efficacy against the COVID-19 virus and can be
rapidly developed (within 12 months);
4. To developed personalized repurposing treatments based on host gene variants that will permit
more rapid public health therapeutic interventions on the current COVID-19 outbreak (within 12
months);
5. To develop personalized therapeutic approaches with novel antiviral drugs based on host gene
variants to act on future coronavirus outbreaks;
6. To develop comprehensive diagnostics to 1) rapidly determine immunization against SARS-CoV2 infection (2 (months) for improved outbreak management; 2) rapidly identify patients
susceptible to severe pneumonia based on the sequence of a panel of known (2 months) and
newly identified susceptibility genes (ongoing); 3) rapidly stratify patients in accordance to their
responsiveness to specific drugs based on the sequence of a panel of known and newly identified
susceptibility genes; and 4) quickly and on-the-spot identify active SARS-CoV-2 infection using
state-of-the-art microfluidics-based diagnostics (24 months); and
7. To develop state-of-the-art personalised preventive advanced therapy medicinal products
(ATMPs) to combat future corona outbreaks within 42 months.

The Expertise of the reCOVID Consortium
This consortium in built on the expertise of leading scientists and institutions in Europe and
the United States. To achieve our ambitious, but highly needed objectives, we have
constructed a strong, complementary and synergic group that brings together renowned
research institutes, SMEs, and industry partners. Our aim is to provide evidence-based
disruptive innovation directly to the 'coal face' of this pandemic by assembling clinical data,
patient data, and biological samples in order to advance the science and response to COVID19 during this public health emergency.
New thought must be the response to this wake-up call.
Our consortium includes experts in genetics, clinicians, chemists, structural biologists, cell
biologists, and non-human primate model experts. The collaboration is built on the expertise
of Steve Elledge from Harvard Medical School (HMS), who first discovered the key genes
for the first line of defence against viruses. The consortium is led by Alessandra Renieri
(UNISI), renowned medical geneticist with outstanding expertise in massive parallel
sequencing and inventor of 2 CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing patents. Other outstanding members
of the consortium include Ben Davis (RFI - novel anti-pathogenic glycan-protein interactions
and peptide editing); Dimitri Filippov (LU) / Ivan Ahel (UOX) (ADP-ribosylation); Jim
Naismith (RFI/UOX), structural biology and macrocycle biocatalysis; Sylwia
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Rodziewicz-Motowidło (UG), expert in protease inhibitors; Krzysztof Pyrc (JU), human 3D
cell culture models of human airway epithelium for studying viral infection; Ed Remarque
(BPRC), one of the largest European primate research center with a strong background in
infectious disease; Álvaro Aceña Navarro (ISSFJD) and Borja Ibáñez (CNIC), both highly
experienced clinicians of clinical trials in hotspot sites; and Andrea Ganna (FIMM) high
throughput core facilities for genome-wide genotyping.
The consortium also includes four SMEs: Artemis Bio-Support (AOH) for in vivo models;
VisMederi (VISM) for immunological assays; Fraunhofer IMM (IMM) for in vitro virus
detection and SienaGenTest; and (SGT) for genome data analysis and report into the clinical
setting. This ambitious project builds upon previous and ongoing research experience through
IMI involvement, including IMI2 ENABLE, CoECDG; COMPARE, FLUNIVAC, IMI
ZAPI, IMI FLUCOP, IMI IM2PACT, and IMI BIOVACSAFE. It further includes current
ongoing front-line SARS-CoV-2 research efforts across Europe and the US. It will reach out
to other international partners as it builds its registry, biobank, science, and output.
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Companies already involved in reCOVID
.

An anticipated support of AstraZeneca in advance to the grant assignment is intended to
favorite the earlier starting of the project.
A special agreement with BGI and CNGB allows transcontinental efforts as a guarantee of
the success of the project.

Your Company’s Expert Contribution to the reCOVID
This reCOVID response to the IMI2 call will construct a platform that is self-sufficient and
self-sustaining as it grows its registry and biobank, innovates through cutting-edge science,
and brings desperately needed safe and efficient products to this public health emergency as
well as future viral outbreaks.
The reCOVID Consortium seeks industry partners that can contribute to the development of
the science, utilize its rich patient registry and biobank, and ensure that the science leads to
products to address the COVID-19 public health emergency.
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